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In this article, we obtain a decomposition of the Moonshine vertex operator
h Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..m12algebra V associated with the algebra L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m L 4r5, 0 .
Our method is based on a coset decomposition of the Leech lattice L associated
12'Ž .with 2 A using some codes. In fact, we construct a code vertex operator2
algebra M k m M t with a ternary code D and a Z = Z code C and use it toC D 2 2
obtain a decomposition of V h. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Vertex operator algebras VOAs as modules of a tensor product of
rational Virasoro vertex operator algebras were first studied by Dong et al.
w x h7 . They showed that the Moonshine VOA V contains 48 mutually
1orthogonal elements, called conformal vectors of central charge , such2
that each of them will generate a copy of the rational Virasoro VOA
1 hŽ .L , 0 inside V and the sum of these 48 conformal vectors is the2
Virasoro element of V h. In other words, the Moonshine VOA contains a
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48 1Ž .subalgebra isomorphic to m L , 0 . This subalgebra is very important2is1 h Ž w x.in the study of the Moonshine VOA V cf. 3, 7, 14, 15, 16 . For example,
w x hby using this fact, Dong 3 proved that the Moonshine VOA V is
holomorphic; i.e., V h is the only irreducible V h-module. In fact, a very
elegant theory has been developed for VOAs containing a subalgebra
1Ž . Ž w x.isomorphic to a tensor product of the Virasoro L , 0 cf. 4, 14]16 .2
w xIn 6 , Dong et al. obtained several other subalgebras of the Moonshine
vertex operator algebra V h which are isomorphic to the tensor products of
Virasoro VOAs. In their list, there are two rational subalgebras
m12m48L 1r2, 0 and L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m L 4r5, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .m48As we have mentioned, the first subalgebra L 1r2, 0 is a very impor-
tant tool for studying the properties of the Moonshine VOA. In this
Ž Ž . Ž .article, we shall study the second subalgebra L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m
Ž ..m12 hL 4r5, 0 . We shall obtain a decomposition of the Moonshine VOA V
associated with this subalgebra. Our method is based on an embedding of
12'Ž .2 A into the Leech lattice L, where A denotes the root lattice of2 2
12'Ž .type A . We shall obtain a coset decomposition of Lr 2 A using2 2
Ž .some nonbinary codes. In fact, we shall construct a subalgebra, which we
shall denote by M k m M t , inside the lattice VOA V using a ternary codeC D L
D and a code C over Z = Z . We shall then obtain a decomposition of2 2
V and the twisted module V T by this code VOA. A decomposition of V hL L
will then be obtained.
The authors thank Masahiko Miyamoto for stimulating discussions and
the referee for his helpful suggestions.
2. LATTICE VOA V AND VIRASORO ELEMENTS'2 A2
 4Let a , a be a set of fundamental roots of a lattice of type A with an1 2 2'² :inner product , and a s a q a . We shall denote L s 2 A and its3 1 2 2
dual lattice
H ² :L s a g Q m L ‹ a , L ; Z . 4Z
H' 'For convenience, we shall write x s 2 a and y s 2 a . Then, L has1 2
Ž . Ž . 4a basis given by 2 x q y r6, x q 2 y r6 and L has exactly 12 cosets
in LH .
'Let V be the lattice VOA constructed from the lattice L s 2 A . By aL 2
w xtheorem of Dong 2 , V has exactly 12 irreducible modules given byL
V ‹ a q L is a coset of LHrL . 4aqL
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For details about the definitions of V and V , please refer to FrenkelL aqL
w x w xet al. 9 or Dong 2 .
Now, let us consider the sublattice 2 LH of LH . It is easy to show that
2 LHs L0 j L1 j L2 ,
yx q y x y y0 1 2where L s L, L s q L, and L s q L.3 3
Similarly, we also have
3LHs L j L j L j L ,0 a b c
y x q y x0where L s L s L, L s q L, L s q L, L s q L, and K s0 a b c2 2 2
 40, a, b, c ( Z = Z .2 2
We shall denote the other cosets of LHrL using the following scheme.
For i g K and j g Z , denote3
LŽ i , j. s L q L j.i
 Ž i, j. 4 HNote that L , i g K, j g Z give all the cosets of L rL and in3
particular, we have
LŽ i , 0. s L for i g Ki
and
LŽ0, j. s L j for j g Z .3
For simplicity, we shall denote
V Ž i , j. s V Ž i , j. for i g K , j g Z .L 3
Moreover, we denote
V 0 s V 0 s V , V 1 s V 1 , V 2 s V 2 ,L L L L
and
V a s V , V b s V , V c s V .L L La b c
w xNext, we shall recall an important result of Dong et al. 6 . They showed
0that the Virasoro element of V s V s V can be written as a sum of'L 2 A2
three mutually orthogonal conformal vectors,
21 11v s a y1 y x ,Ž .1 a8 4 1
2 2 212v s ya y1 q 4a y1 q 4a y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 340
2.1Ž .
1y yx q 4 x q 4 x ,Ž .a a a20 1 2 3
2 2 21 13v s a y1 q a y1 q a y1 q x q x q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 a a a15 5 1 2 3
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1' '2 a y 2 a 1 2 3i iwhere x s e q e and the central charge of v , v , and v is ,a 2i
7 4, and , respectively.10 5
Let T be the subalgebra generated by v1, v 2, and v 3. Then,
1 7 4T ( L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5
Next, we shall discuss the decomposition of V 0, V 1, V 2, V a, V b, and V c as
direct sums of irreducible T-modules.
Ž w x. iLEMMA 2.1 cf. 10, 12 . As T-modules, V , i s 0, 1, 2, a, b, or c, can be
decomposed as follows.
1. V 0 is a direct sum of the following irreducible T-modules and each of
them has multiplicity 1:
1 7 4 1 7 4L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 0 , L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 2 10 5
1 7 3 4 2 1 7 3 4 7L , 0 m L , m L , , L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 5 5 2 10 5 5 5
1 1 7 1 4 7 1 1 7 1 4 2L , m L , m L , , L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 10 5 5 2 2 10 10 5 5
1 1 7 3 4 1 1 7 3 4L , m L , m L , 0 , L , m L , m L , 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 2 5 2 2 10 2 5
2. V 1 and V 2 are both direct sums of the following irreducible T-mod-
ules and each of them has multiplicity 1:
1 7 4 2 1 7 3 4 1L , 0 m L , 0 m L , , L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 3 2 10 5 5 15
1 1 7 1 4 1 1 1 7 3 4 2L , m L , m L , , L , m L , m L , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 10 5 15 2 2 10 2 5 3
3. Both V a and V b are direct sums of the following irreducible T-mod-
ules and each of them has a multiplicity 1:
1 1 7 7 4 1 1 7 7 4L , m L , m L , 0 , L , m L , m L , 3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 2 16 10 16 5
1 1 7 3 4 2 1 1 7 3 4 7L , m L , m L , , L , m L , m L , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 5 2 16 10 80 5 5
4. V c is a direct sum of the following irreducible T-modules and each of
them has a multiplicity 1:
1 1 7 4 1 1 7 4L , m L , 0 m L , 0 , L , m L , 0 m L , 3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 2 2 10 5
1 1 7 3 4 2 1 1 7 3 4 7L , m L , m L , , L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 5 5 2 2 10 5 5 5
1 7 1 4 7 1 7 1 4 2L , 0 m L , m L , , L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 10 5 5 2 10 10 5 5
1 7 3 4 1 7 3 4L , 0 m L , m L , 0 , L , 0 m L , m L , 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 2 5 2 10 2 5
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Let us denote
M i s ¤ g V i ‹ v1 ¤ s v 2 ¤ s 0 , i s 0, 1, 2, 4Ž . Ž .1 1t
M j s ¤ g V j ‹ v 3 ¤ s 0 , j s 0, a, b , c, 4Ž . 1k
where the labels t and k are abbreviations for ‘‘ternary’’ and ‘‘Klein’s
four-group,’’ respectively.
Ž w x. 0THEOREM 2.2 cf. 10, 17 . M is a rational VOA and has exactly sixt
inequi¤alent irreducible modules, namely, M 0, M 1, M 2, W 0, W 1, and W 2.t t t t t t
4Ž .As L , 0 -modules,5
4 4 4 2 4 70 0M ( L , 0 [ L , 3 , W ( L , [ L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t5 5 5 5 5 5
4 2 4 11 1M ( L , , W ( L ,Ž . Ž .t t5 3 5 15
4 2 4 12 2M ( L , , W ( L , .Ž . Ž .t t5 3 5 15
The fusion rules are gi¤en by the following table:
0 0 1 1 2 2M W g M W M Wt t t t t t
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2W M q W W M q W W M q Wt t t t t t t t t
1 1 2 2 0 0M W M W M Wt t t t t t
1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0W M q W W M q W W M q Wt t t t t t t t t
2 2 0 0 1 1M W M W M Wt t t t t t
2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1W M q W W M q W W M q Wt t t t t t t t t
w x 0THEOREM 2.3 12 . M is a rational VOA and has exactly eight inequi¤a-k
lent irreducible modules, namely, M 0, M a, M b, M c, W 0, W a, W b, and W c.k k k k k k k k
1 7Ž . Ž .As L , 0 m L , 0 -modules,2 10
1 7 1 1 7 30M ( L , 0 m L , 0 [ L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 2 10 2 2 10 2
1 1 7 7aM ( L , m L , ,Ž . Ž .k 2 16 10 16
1 1 7 7bM ( L , m L , ,Ž . Ž .k 2 16 10 16
1 1 7 1 7 3cM ( L , m L , 0 [ L , 0 m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 2 2 10 2 10 2
1 7 3 1 1 7 10W ( L , 0 m L , [ L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 2 10 5 2 2 10 10
1 1 7 3aW ( L , m L , ,Ž . Ž .k 2 16 10 80
1 1 7 3bW ( L , m L , ,Ž . Ž .k 2 16 10 80
1 1 7 3 1 7 1cW ( L , m L , [ L , 0 m L , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 2 2 10 5 2 10 10
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The fusion rules are gi¤en by the following table:
0 0 a a b b c cM W M W M W M Wk k k k k k k k
0 0 0 a a a b b b c c cW M q W W M q W W M q W W M q Wk k k k k k k k k k k k
a a 0 0 c c b bM W M W M W M Wk k k k k k k k
a a a 0 0 0 c c c b b bW M q W W M q W W M q W W M q Wk k k k k k k k k k k k
b b c c 0 0 a aM W M W M W M Wk k k k k k k k
b b b c c c 0 0 0 a a aW M q W W M q W W M q W W M q Wk k k k k k k k k k k k
c c b b a a 0 0M W M W M W M Wk k k k k k k k
c c c b b b a a a 0 0 0W M q W W M q W W M q W W M q Wk k k k k k k k k k k k
Remark 2.4. By Lemma 2.1, the irreducible modules W i and W j cant k
also be defined as
3i i 1 2W s ¤ g V ‹ v ¤ s 0, v ¤ s ¤ , i s 0, 1, 2,Ž . Ž . 41 1t 5
2j j 3W s ¤ g V ‹ v ¤ s ¤ , j s 0, a, b , c.Ž . 41k 5
This realization will be used in Section 5 to obtain a decomposition for the
Leech lattice VOA.
3. TERNARY CODE VOA
In this section, we shall recall the construction of a ternary code VOA
w xfrom a ternary code 10 . The structure of its irreducible modules will also
be discussed.
Ž H. nLet D be a ternary code of length n and let L be an orthogonal
sum of n-copies of the lattice LH .
Ž 1 n.For any d s d , . . . , d g D, we define
n
nid HL s L ; L ,Ž .[d
is1
n










, and M d
i
, d i g Z , are defined as in the previous section.t 3
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Denote
Lt s L s L , V s V , and M t s M t .D [ [D D d D d D d
dgD dgDdgD
It is known that Lt s L is a doubly even lattice if D is a self-orthogonalD D
Ž w x.ternary code cf. 10 . Moreover, we have
THEOREM 3.1. If D is a self-orthogonal ternary code, then M t is a VOAD
with the Virasoro element gi¤en by
n
v s v i ,Ž .ˆ Ý
is1
Ž .where v i s 1 m ??? m v m ??? m 1 is the element with the ith entity being v
Ž 0. tthe Virasoro element of M and all other entities being 1. In fact, M is at D
Ž .subalgebra of V s V but the Virasoro elements are different .D LD
Next, we shall study the irreducible modules of M t . First, let us denoteD
t n 0 t n iM s m M . Let U be an irreducible M -module. Then, u s m U ,0 t 0is1 is1
where U i are irreducible M 0-modules. We shall define the t-word of U ast
t U s t U 1 , . . . , t U n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where
¡ i 0 00 if U ( M or W ,t t
i 1 1i ~1 if U ( M or W ,t U sŽ . t t
i 2 2¢2 if U ( M or W .t t
Ž .By the fusion rules cf. Theorem 2.2 , it is easy to see that the fusion
t tproduct M = U is also irreducible as an M -module. Defined 0
X s M t = U.[U d
dgD
tClearly, X is an M -module. Moreover, we have the following theorem.U 0
w x t Ž Ž . .THEOREM 3.2 11 . X is an irreducible M -module if t U , D s 0.U D
Moreo¤er, e¤ery irreducible module of M t is isomorphic to X for someD U
t Ž Ž . .irreducible M -module U with t U , D s 0.0
4. Z = Z -CODE VOA2 2
Now, we shall discuss the construction of VOAs from Z = Z codes2 2
Ž w x.cf. 12 .
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 4DEFINITION 4.1. Let K s 0, a, b, c ( Z = Z be the Klein four-2 2
group. A Z = Z code of length n is simply a subgroup of K n. A2 2
codeword a is said to be even if the number of nonzero entities in a is
even and a code is called even if all its codewords are even.
We also define an inner product on K n as follows. For any x, y g K,
define
1 if x / y and x , y / 0,
x ? y s ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž 1 n. Ž 1 n. nand for any a s a , . . . , a , b s b , . . . , b g K ,
n
i ia , b s a ? b g Z .Ž . Ý 2
is1




iL s L ; L ,Ž .[a a
is1
n




ik a iM s M , a g K .ma k
is1
As in the previous section, we shall define
L s L , V s V , and M k s M k .D [ [C a C a C a
agC agCagC
w x kTHEOREM 4.2 12 . If C is an e¤en Z = Z code, then M is a VOA. In2 2 C
k Ž .this case, M is also a subalgebra of V with different Virasoro elements .C C
k n 0 kLet M s m M and U be an irreducible M -module. We shall0 k 0is1
define
t U s t U 1 , . . . , t U n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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where
¡ i 0 00 if U ( M or W ,k k
i a aa if U ( M or W ,k ki ~t U sŽ . i b bb if U ( M or W ,k k
i c c¢c if U ( M or W .k k
In addition, we define
F s M k = U.[U a
agC
w x k Ž Ž . .THEOREM 4.3 12 . F is an irreducible M -module if t U , C s 0.U C
Moreo¤er, e¤ery irreducible module of M k is isomorphic to F for someC U
k Ž Ž . .irreducible M -module U with t U , C s 0.0
Ž . ŽRemark 4.4 cf. Lemma 2.1 . As a VOA, V contains a subalgebra withL
.the same Virasoro element
S ( M 0 m M 0k t
1 7 1 1 7 3 4 4( L , 0 m L , 0 [ L , m L , m L , 0 [ L , 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 10 2 2 10 2 5 5
Therefore, all V i, i s 0, 1, 2, a, b, c, defined in Section 2 can be regarded
as S-modules. In fact, we have
V 0 s V ( M 0 m M 0 q W 0 m W 0 ,L k t k t
V j ( M 0 m M j q W 0 m W j,k t k t
V i ( M i m M 0 q W i m W 0 ,k t k t
and
V Ž i , j. ( M i m M j q W i m W j,k t k t
where i s a, b, c and j s 1, 2.
5. LEECH LATTICE
In this section, we shall decompose the Leech lattice as cosets over the
12'Ž .lattice 2 A . In particular, we shall describe these cosets using a2
ternary code and a Z = Z code.2 2
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w xTHEOREM 5.1 1 . The Leech lattice L is a lattice of rank 24 generated by
the ¤ectors
1 e ; X is a generator of the Golay code C ,X 242
1 e y e ,V 14
e " e , i , j g V ,i j
'Ž .Ž .  4where e s 1r 8 0, . . . , 4, . . . , 0 , e s Ý e , and V s 1, . . . , 24 . Ini X ig X i
particular, L contains ¤ectors of the form
1
"4, " 4, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .'8
where the two "4’s can be at any position and can be either q or y.
w xNow, let us recall the following theorem of Dong et al. 6 .
THEOREM 5.2. Let N be any Niemeier lattice. Then, there is at least one
'Ž .and in general se¤eral isometric embedding 2 N “ L, where L is the
Leech lattice.
12 Ž 12Now, let N be a Niemeier lattice such that N > A i.e., A can be2 2
.isometrically embedded in N . Then,
N ( N A12 , N E4 , or E3 ,Ž . Ž .2 6 8
Ž .where N R denotes the Niemeier lattice associated with the root lattice
R. In particular, we have
3 12' 'L > 2 E > 2 A .Ž . Ž .8 2
3 12' 'Ž . Ž .Next, we shall discuss the coset structure of 2 E r 2 A and8 2
3'Ž .Lr 2 E using certain codes.8
w xAs noted in 10, Section 2 , we have
LEMMA 5.3. Let D be the ternary tetracode, that is, D is defined by the
generating matrix
1 1 1 0 .ž /1 y1 0 1
Then,
t 'L ( 2 E ,D 8
where Lt s D Lt is defined as in Section 3.D d g D d
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Note that the weight distribution of D is as follows:
weight: 0 1 2 3 4
number: 1 0 0 8 0
COROLLARY 5.4. Let D s D [ D [ D. Then
3t t 'L s L ( 2 E .Ž .DD d 8
dgD
t 3 12' 'Ž . Ž .In particular, L , d g D, are the cosets of 2 E r 2 A .d 8 2
3'Ž .Now, let us consider Lr 2 E . First, denote8
1
a s 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ,Ž .1 '8
1
a s 1, 1, 1, 1, y1, y1, y1, y1 ,Ž .2 '8
1
b s 1, y1, y1, y1, 1, y1, y1, y1 ,Ž .1 '8
1
b s 1, y1, y1, y1, y1, 1, 1, 1 ,Ž .2 '8
1
c s y2, 0, 0, 0, y2, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž .1 '8
1
c s y2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž .2 '8
1
a s 0, 2, y2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž .3 '8
1
a s 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, y2, 0 ,Ž .4 '8
1
b s 0, 0, 2, y2, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž .3 '8
1
b s 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, y2 ,Ž .4 '8
1
c s 0, y2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž .3 '8
1
c s 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, y2, 0, 2 .Ž .4 '8
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Then, we have
4' '² :2 a , 2b , 2 a , 2b , 2 a , 2b , 2 a , 2b ( 2 A ; 2 E .Ž .1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 2 8
Now, denote
a s a , 0, 0 , a s 0, a , 0 , a s 0, 0, a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆi i 4qi i 8qi i
ˆ ˆ ˆb s b , 0, 0 , b s 0, b , 0 , b s 0, 0, b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 4qi i 8qi i
c s c , 0, 0 , c s 0, c , 0 , c s 0, 0, c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆi i 4qi i 8qi i
where i s 1, 2, 3, 4.
ˆ² :Note that the lattice 2 a , 2b , 2c , i s 1, 2, . . . , 12 is isomorphic toˆ ˆi i i
12'Ž .2 A and is contained in the Leech lattice L. Thus, it gives a natural2
embedding
12 3' '2 A “ 2 E “ L .Ž . Ž .2 8
Ž . Ž .12For any codeword a s a , . . . , a g Z = Z , let us define1 12 2 2
12
24¤ s a g R ,ˆÝa i
is1
ˆwhere a s a , b , or c when a s a, b, or c, respectively.ˆ ˆ ˆi i i i i
Now, by direct computation, it is possible to identify the coset represen-
3'Ž .tatives of Lr 2 E by a Z = Z code C , where the generating matrix8 2 2
of C is given by
a a 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ƒ
c c 0 0 c c 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 a a 0 0
0 0 0 0 c c 0 0 c c 0 0
0 0 a a 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0
0 0 c c 0 0 c c 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 a a
0 0 0 0 0 0 c c 0 0 c c
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 c b
0 0 b 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 a c
a b 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 c 0 0¢ §
b c 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0
Namely, a codeword a g C can be identified with a coset representative
3'Ž . Ž¤ of Lr 2 E . Note that C is even and self-dual with respect to thea 8
.inner product defined in Section 4 . Moreover, the weight distribution of
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C is as follows:
weight: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
number: 1 0 0 0 90 0 36 0 2025 0 1620 0 324
Note that C has no codeword of weight 2.
Next, let us consider the set C = D. For any a g C and d g D, we
denote
12
i iŽa , d .L s L ,[a=d
is1
where LŽa
i, d i. is again defined as in Section 2.
Define
L s L .DC= D a=d
a=dgC= D
Since C and D are codes, it is clear that L is a lattice.C= D
PROPOSITION 5.5. L is an e¤en self-dual lattice.C= D
The above proposition is a consequence of the following general theo-
rems.
THEOREM 5.6. Let C be an e¤en Z = Z code of length n and let D be2 2
a self-orthogonal ternary code of the same length. Then, L is an e¤enC= D
lattice.
Proof. First note that for any a g LŽ i, 0., i g K, and b g LŽ0, j., j g Z ,3
we have
² :a, a ’ 1 mod 2Z,
4² :b , b ’ mod 2Z,3
² :a, b ’ 0 mod 2Z.
Thus, for any x g L , we havea=b
4² : < < < <x , x ’ a q b mod 2Z,3
< < < <where a and b are the weights of a and b , respectively.
< < < <Since C is even and D is self-orthogonal, a ’ 0 mod 2 and b ’ 0
mod 3 for any a g C and b g D. Therefore, we have
² :x , x ’ 0 mod 2
and L is even.C= D
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THEOREM 5.7. Let C be an e¤en Z = Z code of length n and let D be2 2
a self-orthogonal ternary code of the same length. If both C and D are
self-dual, then L is a self-dual lattice.C= D
Proof. First we shall note that for any a g LŽ s, i. and b g LŽ t, j.,
1 1² :a, b ’ s ? t q i ? j mod Z,2 3
where LŽ s, i. and LŽ t, j. are defined as in Section 2, s, t g Z = Z , and2 2
i, j g Z .3
Ž .nSince L > L , we haveC= D
nH HL ; L .Ž .C= D
Ž 1 n. H Ž H. nNow let x s x , . . . , x g L ; L . Then, x g L for someC= D b=g
Ž .n ncodeword b g Z = Z and g g Z .2 2 3
Ž 1 n.Let a g C , d g D, and y s y , . . . , y g L . Then, we havea=d
n




1 1i i i i i i² :x , y s b ? a q g ? d mod Z.Ž .Ý Ý 2 3
is1 is1
1 1n i i i iŽ .Therefore, Ý b ? a q g ? d g Z. On the other hand, 2 and 3 areis1 2 3
relatively prime. Thus, we must also have
n n
1 1i i i ib ? a g Z and g ? d g Z.Ý Ý2 3
is1 is1
In other words, b is orthogonal to C and g is orthogonal to D. Since both
C and D are self-dual, we have b = g g C = D and hence x g L .C= D
LEMMA 5.8. L has no ¤ector of square length 2.C= D
1  4 2  4 3  4Proof. Let I s 1, 2, 3, 4 , I s 5, 6, 7, 8 , and I s 9, 10, 11, 12 .
For any a g C and d g D, we denote
 4support of a s S g 1, 2, . . . , 12 ,a
 4support of d s S g 1, 2, . . . , 12 .d
By the definition of the tetracode D, it is easy to see that
< i <I l S s 0 or 3d
 4for any i g 1, 2, 3 and d g D.
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On the other hand, by the definition of C , for any 0 / a g C , there
 4exist i, j g 1, 2, 3 with i / j such that
< i <I l S s 2 or 4a
and
< j <I l S / 0.a
Thus, for any 0 / a g C and 0 / d g D,
S y S j S y S / B.Ž . Ž .a d d a
Let a g LŽ i, j. ; LH . Then,
0 mod 2Z if i s 0, j s 0,¡
4 mod 2Z if i s 0, j / 0,3~² :a, a s
1 mod 2Z if i / 0, j s 0,
1¢ mod 2Z if i / 0, j / 0.3
Now, let 0 / x g L ; L . If d s 0 or a s 0, then it is easy to seea=d C= D
that
12
i i² : ² :x , x s x , xÝ
is1
) 2.
Assume that d / 0 and a / 0. Then,
S y S j S y S / B.Ž . Ž .a d d a
Ž . Ž .Case 1. S y S / B, say i g S y S . Then,d a 0 d a
4i i0 0² :x , x s .3
< <Moreover, a G 4. Therefore,
12
i i² : ² :x , x s x , xÝ
is1
4 1G q 4 ) 2.Ž .3 3
Ž . Ž . ² j j:Case 2. S y S / B, say j g S y S . Then, x , x s 1. But,a d a d
< < < i <  4d G 3 and I l S / 0 for at least two i g 1, 2, 3 . Therefore,a
12
i i² : ² :x , x s x , xÝ
is1
1) 1 q 3 s 2.Ž .3
Hence, there exists no vector of square length 2.
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By the above lemmas, we have
THEOREM 5.9. L ( L s Leech lattice.C= D
COROLLARY 5.10. The Leech lattice VOA can be decomposed as
V ( V ,[L a=d
a=dgC= D
where V s m12 V Ža i, d i. s m12 V Ža i, d i..a=d Lis1 is1
Remark 5.11. 1. Note that the lattice
3'² :¤ , a g C , 2 EŽ .a 8
3'Ž .generated by ¤ , a g C , and 2 E contains a set of generators of thea 8
3'Ž . ² Ž . :Leech lattice L cf. Theorem 5.1 . Therefore, ¤ , a g C , 2 E s L.a 8
By using this fact, it is straightforward to show that
L ( L s Leech lattice.C= D
2. By the above method, one can also obtain a similar decomposition
of the Leech lattice using an embedding
12 124 12' ' ' 'L > 2 N E > 2 A or L > 2 N A > 2 A .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .6 2 2 2
In each case, we shall obtain a self-dual ternary code D and a self-dual
Z = Z code C such that L ( L. Note that the ternary code D is2 2 C= D
isomorphic to the ternary Golay code in the case that
1212' 'L > 2 N A > 2 A .Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
As we have remarked before,
V Ža
i , d i. ( M a i m M d i q W a i m W d i.k t k t
Thus, we have the decomposition
COROLLARY 5.12.
12
i i i ia d a dV ( M m M q W m W .Ž .[ mL k t k tž /is1a=dgC= D
k t ŽIn particular, V contains M m M as a subalgebra with the same VirasoroL C D
.element in this case .
For convenience, let us denote
U i i 0 s M a i m M d i, U i i 1 s W a i m W d i.Ž . Ž .Ža , d . k t Ža , d . k t
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Ž . 12For any n s n , . . . , n g Z , we denote1 12 2
12
i iU n s U n .Ž . Ž .Ž .[ m Ža , d . iž /is1a=dgC= D
Ž . k tBy Theorems 3.2 and 4.3, U n is an irreducible M = M module. Thus,C D
as an M k m M t module,C D
V ( U n .Ž .[L
12ngZ 2
In other words, V is a direct sum of 212 irreducible M k m M t modules.L C D
6. THE TWISTED MODULE V TL
In this section, we shall discuss the decomposition of V T with respect toL
m12
T s L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m L 4r5, 0 . 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
First, let us recall the definition of V T.L
 4Let L be the Leech lattice and let h s L m C. Let h , . . . , h be aZ 1 24
 X X 4  4basis of h and let h , . . . , h be a dual basis of h , . . . , h . The twisted1 24 1 24
affine algebra of h is the algebra
ˆ nh s h m t [ Cc,[Zq1r2 ž /
ngZq1r2
with the bracket given by
m n ˆ² :w xx m t , y m t s x , y md c and c, h s 0,mq n , 0 Zq1r2
1 ˆwhere x, y g h and m, n g Z q . h has a triangular decompositionZq1r22
given by
ˆ ˆq ˆyh s h [ Cc [ h ,Zq1r2 Zq1r2 Zq1r2
ˆ" ‘ " Žnq1r2.where h s [ h m t .Zq1r2 ns0
ˆ  4Let L be a central extension of L by "1 and let K be a subgroup of
Lˆ such that
ˆ 41 “ "1 “ LrK “ Lr2L “ 1
 4defines a central extension of Lr2L by "1 .
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ˆw xPROPOSITION 6.1 9, Chap. 10 . The extra-special group LrK has a unique
Ž .up to equi¤alence irreducible module T such that
yK ‹ y1 on T .
Moreo¤er, dim T s 212.
As a vector space,
T ˆyV s S h m T ,ž /L Zq1r2
ˆy ˆyŽ .where S h is the symmetric algebra of h . The vertex operatorZq1r2 Zq1r2
ˆis defined as follows. For a g L,
y² a , a: y q y²a , a:r2Y a, z s 2 E ya , z E ya , z az ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and for ¤ s a yn ??? a yn ? a g V ,1 1 k k L
Y ¤ , z s Y exp D ¤ , z ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 z
where
n y111 d
Y ¤ , z s : a z ???Ž . Ž .0 1ž /ž /n y 1 ! dzŽ .1
n y1k1 d
a z Y a, z :Ž . Ž .kž /ž /n y 1 ! dzŽ .k




X ymynD s C h m h n z ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýz m , n i i
m , nG0 is1
with C given by the equationm , n
1r2 1r21 q x q 1 q yŽ . Ž .
m nC x y s ylog .Ý m , n ž /2m , nG0
Ž w x.By definition, it is straightforward to show that cf. 9, Chaps. 9 and 10
V T s TŽ .3r2L
and
V T s h m ty1r2 m T ( h m T .Ž .Ž .L 2
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² :Moreover, for any a g L with a, a s 4, a g h , and t g T , we have
1 aX ? t s e ? t , 6.2Ž . Ž .a 81
2 1² :a y1 ? t s a , a t , 6.3Ž . Ž .81
where X s ea q eya.a
By the definition of v1, v 2, and v 3, it is clear that
2 2 211 2 3v q v q v s a y1 q a y1 q a y1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 36
Thus, we obtain
11 2 3v q v q v ? t s t for any t g T .Ž . 1 8
Ž .Let ¤ be a common highest weight vector of highest weight l , l , l1 2 3
for the Virasoro algebras generated by the component operators of
Ž i .Y v , z such that
1l q l q l s .1 2 3 8
Then,
1l s 0 or ,1 16
1 3l s 0, , or ,2 10 80
1 1 1l s 0, , , or .3 40 15 8
Thus,
1 1 1 1 3 1l , l , l s 0, 0, , 0, , , or , , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 8 10 40 16 80 40
Next, we shall give an explicit construction for T. Details are essentially
w x Ž w x .written in Chapter 10 of Frenkel et al. book 9 see 1, Chap. 29 , also .
3'Let F s 2 E . Then,8
< < 122L ; F ; L and Fr2L s 2 .
ˆ ˆ ˆMoreover, F is a maximal abelian subgroup of L and FrK is an
elementary abelian 2 group.
ˆ = Ž .Let C: FrK “ C be a character such that C yK s y1. Then, as a
LˆrK module,
LˆT s Ind F ,ˆ CF
ˆwhere F is the one-dimensional F-module affording the character C.C
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LEMMA 6.2. There is a ¤ector t g T such that
ˆ2 a 2 b 2 cˆ ˆi i ie ? t s e ? t s e ? t s t ,
ˆwhere a , b , c , i s 1, . . . , 12, are defined as in Section 5.ˆ ˆi i i
Proof. By Frobenius’ reciprocity,
² Q < : ² Q Q:C , C s C , C s 1,S
ˆ ˆwhere Q s LrK and S s FrK. Hence, T contains F with multiplicity 1C
as an S-representation. This means that there exists a vector t g T such
that
a 3'e ? t s t for any a g F s 2 E8
and the vector t is unique up to a scalar.
12 3ˆ ' 'Since 2 a , 2b , 2c , i s 1, . . . , 12, are in 2 A ; 2 E , we have theˆ ˆi i i 2 8
desired results.
Ž T .PROPOSITION 6.3. There is a highest weight ¤ector ¤ g V of highestL 3r2
1 12Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .weight 0, 0, with respect to the subalgebra T s L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 08
Ž ..m12 Tm L 4r5, 0 . In particular, V contains a T-submodule isomorphic toL
m121 7 4 1L , 0 m L , 0 m L , .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 10 5 8
Proof. Let ¤ s t g T be the vector obtained in Lemma 6.2 and set
ˆ' ' 'a s 2 a , a s 2 b , and a s 2 c .ˆ ˆ1 i 2 i 3 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, by 2.1 , 6.2 , and 6.3 , we have
21 1 1 1 1 11v ¤ s a y1 y x ¤ s ? ? 2 y ? ¤ s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 ž /1 a8 4 8 8 4 81 1
2 2 212v ¤ s ya y1 q 4a y1 q 4a y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 ž 1 2 340
1y yx q 4 x q 4 x ¤Ž . /a a a20 1 2 3 1
1 1 1 1s y ? 2 q 4 ? ? 2 q 4 ? ? 2Ž .Ž 40 8 8 8
1 1 1 1y y q 4 ? q 4 ? ¤ s 0,Ž . .20 8 8 8
2 2 213v ¤ s a y1 q a y1 q a y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 ž 1 2 315
1q x q x q x ¤Ž . /a a a5 1 2 3 1
1 1 1 1 1s 3 ? ? 2 q 3 ? ¤ s ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .15 8 5 8 8
Thus, we have the desired result.
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1 7 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, by the fusion rules of L , 0 , L , 0 , and L , 0 , we have2 10 5
1 7 4 10 iM m M = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 7 4 1 1 1 7 3 4 1s L , 0 m L , 0 m L , q L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 8 2 2 10 2 5 8
1 7 4 13qL , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 8
1 1 7 3 4 13qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 2 5 8
1 7 4 1a iM m M = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 7 4 1s L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 8
1 1 7 7 4 13qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 8
1 7 4 1b iM m M = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 7 4 1s L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 8
1 1 7 7 4 13qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 8
1 7 4 1c iM m M = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 4 1 1 7 3 4 1s L , m L , 0 m L , q L , 0 m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 8 2 10 2 5 8
1 1 7 4 13qL , m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 8
1 7 3 4 13qL , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 2 5 8
1 7 4 10 iW m W = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 7 3 4 1 1 1 7 1 4 1s L , 0 m L , m L , q L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 5 40 2 2 10 10 5 40
1 7 3 4 21qL , 0 m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 5 40
1 1 7 1 4 21qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 10 5 40
1 7 4 1a iW m W = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 7 4 1 1 1 7 7 4 13s L , m L , m L , q L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5 8 2 16 10 16 5 8
1 1 7 3 4 1qL , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 40
1 1 7 3 4 21qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 40
1 7 4 1b iW m W = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 3 4 1s L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 40
1 1 7 3 4 21qL , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 40
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and
1 7 4 1c iW m W = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k t 2 10 5 8
1 1 7 3 4 1 1 7 1 4 1s L , m L , m L , q L , 0 m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 5 40 2 10 10 5 40
1 1 7 3 4 21q L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 5 40
1 7 1 4 21q L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 10 5 40
for any i g Z , where = denotes the fusion product with respect to the3
1 7 4Ž . Ž . Ž .VOA L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 0 .2 10 5
For convenience, we denote
1 7 4 1T a iM s M m M = L , 0 m L , 0 m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a k t 2 10 5 8
and
1 7 4 1T a iW s W m W = L , 0 m L , 0 m L , .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a k t 2 10 5 8
Remark 6.4. We shall note that the modules M T and W T are in facta a
0 0irreducible u-twisted modules of the VOA M m M ; V , where the'k t 2 A2
0 0action of u on M m M is induced from that of V and u is induced'k t 2 A2
'from the y1 map of the lattice 2 A .2





i iV s M q W .Ž .[ mL a až /is1agC
7. MOONSHINE VOA V h
We shall obtain a decomposition of V h with respect to the algebra
m12
T s L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m L 4r5, 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
h Ž w x.in this section. First, let us recall the definition of V cf. 9 .
Ž .Let u be an automorphism of L such that u a s ya for a g L. We
shall extend u to V as follows,L
u h m t n s yh m t nŽ .
and
u ea s eyaŽ .
for h g h s C m L, a g L, and n g Z.Z
Similarly, we can extend u to V T by definingL
u h m t n s yh m t nŽ .
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and
u t s ytŽ .
1for h g h s C m L, t g T , and n g Z q .Z 2
As a vector space, the Moonshine VOA is defined as
uuh TV s V [ V .Ž . Ž .L L
Note that u fixes
m12
T s L 1r2, 0 m L 7r10, 0 m L 4r5, 0 ; V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L
Unfortunately, the code VOA M k m M t is not fixed by the automor-C D
phism u . In other words, V h W M k m M t . Therefore, a slightly differentC D
Ž .umethod is used to obtain the decomposition of V .L
First, we shall note that the automorphism u can be extended to the
Fock space
12
H 12 HV s V > V .mŽL . L L
is1
By restricting the action of u to V H , we know thatL
u 1 7 4 1 1 7 1 4 70V s L , 0 m , 0 m L , 0 [ L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 2 2 10 10 5 5
1 1 7 3 4[ L , m L , m L , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 2 5
1 7 3 4 7[ L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 5 5
y 1 7 4 1 1 7 1 4 20V s L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 3 [ L , m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 2 2 10 10 5 5
1 1 7 3 4[ L , m L , m L , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 2 5
1 7 3 4 2[ L , 0 m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 5 5 5
uu 1 1 7 7 4a bV or V s L , m L , m L , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5
1 1 7 3 4 2[ L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 5
yy 1 1 7 7 4a bV or V s L , m L , m L , 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 16 5
1 1 7 3 4 7[ L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 10 80 5 5
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u 1 1 7 4 1 7 1 4 2cV s L , m L , 0 m L , 3 [ L , 0 m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 2 10 10 5 5
1 7 3 4[ L , 0 m L , m L , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 2 5
1 1 7 3 4 2[ L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 5 5
y 1 1 7 4 1 7 1 4 7cV s L , m L , 0 m L , 0 [ L , 0 m L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 2 10 10 5 5
1 7 3 4[ L , 0 m L , m L , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .2 10 2 5
1 1 7 3 4 7[ L , m L , m L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 10 5 5 5
and
u V Ž i , j. s V Ž i , yj. ,Ž .
for any i g Z = Z and 0 / j g Z . Thus,2 2 3
yuŽ i , j. Ž i , yj. Ž i , j. Ž i , yj. Ž i , j. Ž i , yj.V q V ( V q V ( V ( VŽ . Ž .
1 7 4Ž . Ž . Ž .as L , 0 m L , 0 m L , 0 -modules.2 10 5
Let a g C and d g D. Then, we also have
u V s V .Ž .L La=d a= Žy d .
Note that yd is also an element of D. Therefore, we have
uuu 1V s V [ V [ V .Ž . Ž . Ž .[ [L L L L2ž /a=0 a=d a= Žy d .ž / 4agC agC , dgD_ 0
Ž a i.0 Ž a i.u Ž a i.1 Ž a i.y iLet us denote V s V , V s V for any a g Z = Z .2 2
Then, it is easy to see that
12 siiu aV s V ,Ž .Ž . [ mLa=0 ž /s even is1
Ž 1 12 . Ž . 12where a s a , . . . , a g C and s s s , . . . , s g Z denotes an even1 12 2
binary codeword.
Ž .Since u V s V , we know thatL La=d a= Žy d .
u
V [ V s x q u x ‹ x g V , 4Ž .L L La=d a= Žy d . a=d
and
y
V [ V s x y u x ‹ x g V . 4Ž .L L La=d a= Žy d . a=d
Therefore,
yu
V [ V ( V [ V ( V ( VŽ . Ž .L L L L L La=d a= Žy d . a=d a= Žy d . a=d a= Žy d .
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as T-modules. Thus, we have
12 isiu 1aV s V [ VŽ . Ž .[ [ m [L L2 ž /a=dž /ž /ž /s even is1  4agC agC , dgD_ 0
12 siias VŽ .[ [ mž /ž /ž /s even is1agC
12
i i i i1 a d a d[ M m M q W m WŽ .[ m k t k t2 ž /ž / 4 is1agC , dgD_ 0
as T-modules.
Ž T .uNext, we shall consider the decomposition of V . Nevertheless, it isL
Ž T .uclear that V is the sum of all T-submodules which have integralL
weights. Thus,
12 siih aV s VŽ .[ [ mž /ž /ž /s even is1agC
12
i i i i1 a d a d[ M m M q W m WŽ .[ m k t k t2 ž /ž / 4 is1agC , dgD_ 0
u12
T T
i i[ M q W ,Ž .[ m a až /ž /is1agC
Ž 12 Ž T T ..u 12 Ž Ti i iwhere m M q W is the sum of all T-submodules of m M qa a ais1 is1
T .iW which have integral weight.a
Remark 7.1. We shall note that the above decomposition is not unique.
12'Ž .It depends on the embedding of 2 A into L and the choice of simple2
12'Ž .roots for 2 A . In the above decomposition, we use an embedding2
12 3' '2 A ; 2 E ; L .Ž . Ž .2 8
There are, in fact, many other choices but our embedding yields a very
Ž .simple ternary code D cf. Corollary 5.3 which simplifies some of the
computation. Nevertheless, the same method will work for all embeddings
and there is no essential difference in the argument.
APPENDIX A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fusion Rules of L 1r2, 0 , L 7r10, 0 , and L 4r5, 0
Ž .In this Appendix, we shall list the fusion rules for the VOAs L 1r2, 0 ,
Ž . Ž .L 7r10, 0 , and L 4r5, 0 , which we have used in this article. For the
w x w xdetails of the proofs, we refer the reader to Dong et al. 7 and Wang 18 .
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Ž .The following tables should be interpreted as follows: if the h , hi j
Ž . Ž .entry is k q k q ??? , then the fusion rule is given by L c, h = L c, h1 2 i j
Ž . Ž .s L c, k q L c, k q ??? .1 2
Ž .PROPOSITION A.1. The fusion rules for L 1r2, 0 are as follows,
1 10 2 16
1 102 16
1 1 10 q16 16 2
Ž .PROPOSITION A.2. The fusion rules for L 7r10, 0 are as follows:
1 3 3 7 30 10 5 2 16 80
1 3 1 3 3 3 7 30 q q q10 5 10 2 5 80 16 80
3 1 3 3 1 3 7 3q 0 q q5 10 2 5 10 80 16 80
3 3 1 7 302 5 10 16 80
7 3 3 7 3 1 30 q q16 80 80 16 2 10 5
3 7 3 7 3 3 1 3 3 1 3q q q 0 q q q80 16 80 16 80 80 10 5 5 10 2
Ž .PROPOSITION A.3. The fusion rules for L 4r5, 0 are as follows:
2 1 7 210 5 40 5 40
2 7 1 21 2 1 130 q q q 3 q5 5 8 40 5 40 8
1 1 21 7 2 1 1 13 2 1 2q 0 q q q q q 3 q q40 8 40 5 3 15 40 8 5 15 3
7 2 1 13 7 1 21q 3 q 0 q q5 5 40 8 5 8 40
21 1 13 2 1 2 1 21 7 2 1q q 3 q q q 0 q q q40 40 8 5 15 3 8 40 5 3 15
1 1 2 1 13 21 1 2 1 1 21 13 1q q q q q q q q15 15 3 40 8 40 8 3 15 8 40 8 40
7 21 2 13 5 40 5 40
13 21 7 1 1 2 1q q8 40 5 40 40 5 15
2 1 21 1 1 1 21q q3 15 40 40 15 40 40
1 1 1 2 21 1 7q q8 40 15 5 40 15 5
1 13 2 10 315 8 3 8
2 1 2 7 21 1 1q5 15 3 5 40 15 40
1 1 13 21 1 21 7 1 21 1 1 2q q q q q q40 40 8 40 8 40 5 15 40 40 15 5
7 2 1 2 1 1 21q5 3 15 5 40 15 40
21 1 21 13 1 1 2 1 1 21 1 7q q q q q q40 8 40 8 40 40 5 15 40 40 15 5
1 7 2 1 2 1 1 21 2 1 7 1 210 q q q q 3 q q q q q15 5 3 15 5 15 40 40 5 15 5 40 40
1 1 2 133 015 8 3 8
13 1 21 1 2 1 13 2q 0 q q q 38 40 40 8 3 8 8 3
2 2 1 7 2 1 13 2 1 13q q q 0 q q 3 q3 5 15 5 3 8 8 3 8 8
1 1 21 13 2 1 13 2q q 3 q 0 q8 40 40 8 3 8 8 3
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